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Pursuing a Spirit of Co-existence 
Rrst Nations Awareness Week showed it can 
be done 
by Nora Gills 
Wearehere,and we'renotgoing 
away. So why not learn toc<H!Xistin 
peace? 
This is the message that Betsy 
Senyk and James Andrew hope was 
broadcasted loud and clear during 
the First Nations Awareness Week 
here at Douglas College. 
Senyk and Andrew, who are 
active Council Members of the Flrst 
Nations Association. were pleased 
with the March 15-18 event, in spite 
of a cancelled presentation and a 
run-in with college administration. 
'1t's been hard, at times, to get 
people to even listen to our issues. 
The response we had from the 
Awareness Week was encouraging," 
saidSenyk. 
Senyk has received very little 
negative response from students and 
faculty, butadministrationisanother 
matter: they almost cancelled the 
final day, claiming that drumming 
and singing on the Concourse were 
disrupting classes. 
According to Senyk, there was 
only one complaint actually made, 
by the instructor of an accounting 
class having an exam. 
Fll'St Nations students asked 
Elder Harry Lavalle to go with them 
when they met with administration 
to discuss the situation. 
An agreement was reached 
when the students offered to notify 
all classes that would be affected by 
drumming and singing, and arrange 
for alternate rooms for them, if they 
wished 
Most heartening to Senyk was 
howstudents,staffandfacultyrallied 
behind the Fll'St Nations students. 
Faculty members wrote letters in 
support and a petition to keep the 
drumming and singing collected 
almost 300 signatures. 
'1t's our tradition to open and 
closeourceremonies with drummers 
and singers, and the point was made 
that for a couple of hundred years 
we, as First Nations people, have 
been very generous in extending 
respect to non-Fll'St Nations views, 
issues and religions, and we didn't 
feel that asking for half an hour was 
asking too much." 
The other problem during the 
week was the cancellation of the 
Mohawk Warriors' presentation on 
Wednesday. 
Senyk cited a breakdown in 
funding for transportation as the 
cause, and said plans are being made 
to bring them here at a future date. 
For Senyk, one of the highlights 
of the week was the support shown 
bynon-FirstNations people. She says 
her philosophy instructor, Kurt 
Preinsperg, is one example. 
'1 went to speak to him to see if 
he would be willing to bring the class 
in to see the Mohawk presentation. 
and I got more than I asked for. Not 
onlywashewillingtodothat,buthe 
was also willing to incorporate our 
issues right into his curriculum. That 
just blew me away." 
James Andrew says not many 
teachers are willing to do that, even 
in theAnthropologydepartmenl He 
claims that even the Native Studies 
courses don't really tell the whole 
story. 
The anthropology department 
took a step toward changing that by 
proposing the Cross-Cultural 
Workshops that were held during 
the week. Paul Biscop, the instructor 
who first suggested the workshops, 
saidhesawthemasawayofworking 
toward eliminating stereotypes and 
breaking down misunderstanding. 
'1f we gain understanding of 
our differences, we reduce the 
distance between us." 
Unfortunately,notmanyfaculty 
members actually attended them. 
Biscop blamed scheduleconflictsand 
also said, '1t was too late in the term 
for the whole thing. [The Awareness 
Week) should have been earlier in 
the semester." 
Andrew said, ''Workshops like 
that should be made mandatory for 
staff, administration and faculty, 
because when we bring up issues to 
them, they seem as though they don't 
care, and maybe that's because they 
don't understand." 
Oneexampleisadministration' s 
lackofeffortandsupportin bringing 
aFJrStNationsServicesCo-ordinator 
to Douglas College. 
'The people upstairs have been 
obstructing that for 3 or 4 years. 
Douglas is probably the only post-
secondary institution that doesn't 
have any support for Flrst Nations 
students," said Andrew. 'They've 
been giving us weak arguments like 
'Why should we do that? There s no 
reservation in New Westminster."' 
Yet New Westminster School 
Board, after doing · a FJrSt Nations 
Needs Assessment, has found 
sufficient reason tohireaFJrStNations 
Services Co-ordinator to support 
students in elementary and 
secondary schools here. 
"Supportshouldn'tjust beat the 
elementary and secondary level. [It) 
can't stop; it has to be continuous 
throughout their education,'' 
Andrew states. 
He estimates there are at least 
100Fll'StNations students at Douglas 
College, including Inuit, Metis and 
non-Status students. 
For both Andrew and 
the highlight of the week was the 
opening ceremonies, because of the 
opportunity to publicly honor the 
Native War Veterans. 
These men fought for Canada, 
and wererewardedbybeingstripped 
of their status, treaty rights, lands 
and livestock, according to Senyk. 
'1t was extremely important to 
be able to honor them. They are our 
Elders, they are our warriors. When 
we present them with the warrior 
staff, it not only honors them: it 
honors the warriors that have gone 
before, the warriors we have today 
and the warriors who will follow." 
Senyk hopes that the spirit 
kindled during First Nations 
Awareness Week will continue to 
grow. 
''What follows next will be 
interesting: will we just talk the talk, 
or actually walk the walk?'' 
Senyk says that one thing is for 
sure: "AsaFJrStNationsperson,l'm 
not going to settle for just being a 
token Indian." 
Help Recovering Women Help Themselves 
Local Alcohol and Drug Recovery House 
Continues Fundraising Efforts 
by Nora Gills 
The women of Westminster 
House aren't resting on their laurels. 
They spent this past month 
fighting to save their home from 
being closed down. 
Bob Stall of the Province 
championed theu cause in his 
column. and the resulting publicity 
pushed the provincial government 
into promising interim funding to 
the recovery house. 
But they're not stopping there. 
Staff and residents are going 
ahead with a fundraising dinner/ 
dance. among other things, in their 
search for continued and ongoing 
support 
Grace Wood, administrator of 
Westminster House, says she can't 
relax yet 
"We're looking for ongoing 
funding to release us from the stress 
of not knowing whether we'll stay 
open." 
Run by the non-profit Julien 
Society, Westminster Houseisaclean 
and sober refuge for female addicts 
seeking recovery. 
It'smorethanjustaplacetolive. 
Residents take part in an intensive 
program of rehabilitation designed 
tohelpthemlearnhowtolivewithout 
alcohol or drugs and to become 
productive members of society. 
Sinceopeningin 1985, the house 
has been self-supporting through the 
proceeds from weekly bingos. But 
recently its bingo license was cut by 
almost25%,leavingstaffandresidents 
fighting to keep the house going. 
The Julien Society applied for 
funding from the Alcohol and Drug 
branch of the Ministry of Health. but 
was turned down. 
'These are people's liveS were 
dealing with." said Wood. "A lot of 
people don't understand that" 
This is where Bob Stall came in. 
Thecolumnhewroteontheplightof 
the recovery house attracted attention 
from the public, health professionals 
andgovernmentofficials, reportedly 
including the premier himself. 
Funding has been granted for an 
interim period of 4 months, in a 
cooperative effort by the Ministry of 
Health,theMinistryofSocialServices 
and Anita Hagen's office. 
But administrator Grace Wood 
won't rest easy until the house has 
reliable ongoing funds. She says the 
society has sent out over 100 letters 
requesting funding from corporate 
sponsors such as MacMillan Bloedel 
and the breweries. 
They have also applied to have a 
casino and are planning car washes, 
bake sales and anything else they can 
think of to raise funds. 
'1 wouldconsiderit[supporting 
Westminster House) an intelligent 
use of funds," said Colin Steele, 
addictions counsellor and Acting 
Director at Maple Cottage Detox 
Centre here in New Westminster. 
Steelehasreferredmanywomen 
to the recovery house during the 5 
years he has worked at Maple 
Cottage. 
"It's more 
than justa 
place to live" 
Rosemay Stanfield, a worker at 
Pender Detox in Vancouver, says 
there is a shortageofbedsforwomen 
in the Lower Mainland, and the loss 
of Westminster House would make 
it that much harder for women who 
are trying to stay clean. 
Steele agreed, ''Definitely, we 
need to support these houses so that 
clients have somewhere to go after 
Detox." 
Jon Contorines, the health 
ministry official who originally 
rejected the house's plea for funds, 
refused to talk to the Other Press. He 
referred us to the ministry's 
communications office in Victoria, 
who were unavailable for comment. 
The women of Westminster 
Housearegratefulforall the support 
they've received, both verbal and 
financial. Butthey'realsohopingthat 
thosewhocanafford towilldigeven 
deeper. · 
As for the rest of us: we could 
buy a ticket for dinner and dancing, 
or show up at the casino, or get our 
cars washed-maybe even do all of 
them. Every little bit helps. 
The dance will be on Saturday, 
April10,attheLegionNo.48at3249 
Kingsway, Vancouver. It is a clean 
and sober event, and will feature a 
buffet dinner and a live band from 9 
p.m. till1 a.m. Tickets are $10 per 
person or $15 per couple. 
For tickets or further 
information. call 524-5633. Or drop 
by the Other Press in Room 1020 
where some tickets are available. 
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Code of Conduct for Coaching Coming 
Women Taking Action to Prevent 
Harassment of Athletes by Coaches 
Sexualandpersonalharassment 
is a problem thataffectsmostpeople. 
But mention the concept of 
harassment in sports, and most 
people draw a blank. Just as an 
employercanharass their employees, 
so can coaches harass their players. 
This can range from inappropriate 
remaJks to sexual assault 
'When's it going ·to stop?"' a 
UBC student-athlete, playing on the 
Thwderbinfs Women's volleyball 
team,· asked of team coach IA>nna 
Baydock. 
Baydock,. working under the 
coaching committee of the 
PromotionsPluscommittee.decided 
she wasn't going to take it anymore 
-she has written a code of conduct 
for coaches. 
Aided by Betty Lou Hayes, 
AthleticsDirectoratlA>uglasCollege. 
Patti Sch1afen. head coach of Simon 
Fraser University's Women's 
volleyball team, and other members 
working in the committee, the 
document hopes to prevent coaches 
fromabusingtheirpositionofpower 
over athletes. 
The Promotion Plus committee 
bas been promoting the image of 
girls and women in BC sports since 
1988. They have been raising 
awarenessforthefirsttwo years, and 
consciousness-raising for the past 
three years. 
'There have been cases where 
[SFU] athletes had todeal withsexual 
advances by the coaches, .. stated 
Schlafen. '1t' s absolutely disgusting 
andabsolutelytaboothattheyshould 
even have these problems." 
Thecodeencompassesandstates 
firmly that all behaviour like getting 
sexually involved with atftlete5, 
smoking,drinkingalcoholin&ontof 
the athletes and patting the players 
on the behind is unacceptable. 
Coachesaccusedofbreakingthe 
ruleswillsitbeforeacommitteewhich 
will hear both sides of the story. 
Sanctions may be made by the 
Committee jud ourt 
The B.C. ~ches Association 
willbemeetingattheendofMarchin 
Kelowna to look at the proposed 
document and accept it or propose 
changes. 
A case of this abuse of power 
happened in Douglas College in the 
92-93 sports season. A BCIT coach 
made an inappropriate comment to 
a Douglas female student-athlete. 
Though the matter was dealt 
withquicklyand effectively by Hayes 
and Jim Mitchell, BCIT's Athletic 
Director, it was still an issue because 
other coaches still didn't know what 
Cnl:itvsilcal or verbal) was 
anything before, because they have 
power over the player,"' Hayes sai.cL 
"but no longer will this be allowed to 
happen." 
One might think that in the 
Athletics Department a code of 
conduct is not needed. It's assumed 
by most new athletes, younger 
athletes (ages 6-12), and lay-people 
thatthecoacheswouklsimplybebave 
properly. 
It can be quite the contrary, says 
Baydock. 
"Coaches are hired knowing 
nothingaboutwhat'swrong<r~'" 
Baydock stated. '1f you win. then 
your behaviour [whatever it is] is 
acceptable." 
Schlafen and Baydock's lives as 
athletes and coaches included 
experiencing this type of behaviour 
from other coaches. 
These types of behaviour and 
conduct is not favourable or 
excusable, yet there is nothing that 
said that it was wrong. But do these 
coaches consider the athletes' 
feelings? How do the athleb!s feel 
about the issue? How do other 
coaches feel about the inappropriate 
actions made by some coaches? 
"Therewasnothinganywhere,."' 
Baydock explained, "that said that 
behaviour was inappropriate."' 
Baydock also stated that 
politically, the time is right to bring 
this code to B.C. and hopefully to the 
rest of Canada as well 
'1t's a hot issue right now," 
Baydock said We've been working 
on this code for eight months, 
officially, butit' sbeenabumingissue 
for five years." 
Most schools have some sort of 
a harassment office. However, most 
athletic departments don't, says 
Baydock.. Most student-athleb!s and 
roaches walk in the gym/offices not 
knowing what harassment is. 
Some male high school coaches 
have asked if writingthecodedown 
wasreallynecessary. With comments 
likethis,suspicionsmually~ but 
the coach could be simply asking a 
question in which he believes that 
nothinglikeharassmentor'"abuseof 
power" will ever happen. 
"''t [the code] will make them 
aware of what's unacceptable," 
Baydock proclaimed. 
"'The code is for the ones 
[coaches] attracted to coaching for 
the wrong reasons, to protect the 
good coaches and all the good 
athletes," Scblafen stated. 
"'There are lots of good people 
out there, but it's time to say what's 
appropriate or not."' 
It will also help professionalize 
coaches. 
Mostcoacheshavetogotluough 
a certain amount of training before 
becoming a coa~ but none of it 
involves rules of conduct This code 
defines thebehaviourthatisexpected 
by their athletes, the parents of the 
athlell!(s),theirpeercoachesand their 
opponent coaches. 
Through this code of ethics, 
coaches will learn how to be good 
role models. 
"We need to keep the playing 
area safe,"' Schlafen noted, "and 
appropriatefortheconditioningand 
age of the player.'" 
The Promotion Plus 
committee has been discussing the 
code with the appropriate groups, 
ie. Coaching Association of Canada 
for responses, with which they will 
revise the code before the I<elowna 
n -you 
eny 
AcoupleofyearsagotheOther 
Press, your infamous student 
newspaper, was told we had to 
change offices. Atthetime, we had 
a complete office and working 
darkroom but were told we were 
tomakewayforthelecturetheatres 
on the first floor. We were told the 
Olrkroom wouldbereplaced when 
wewerefirmlyestablishedand we 
could once again develop our 
pictures. 
For the past two years, at 
increased expense, we took all of 
our pictures to a great black and 
white shop in New Westminster, 
Darkroom Direct Near the end of 
this past year staffers Nadine 
Handley and Darren Smillie 
discussed with Terry Leonard, 
director of Physical Plant, the 
opportunity to build the once-
promised darkroom. Terry 
graciously found some money 
within a very tight budget to build 
it; now it is finished and working 
better than we all dreamed. 
TerryLeonardmadeitpossible 
for us to build our long-needed 
darkroom. The Other Press would 
like to extend a thank-you for his 
hel and alienee. 
TO AVOID DEFAULTING, KEEP IN TOUCH wmt YOUR BANK: 
1+1 
• when you begin a new school year; 
• at the end of your studies; 
• if you move; 
• if you drop out; 
• if you become a part-time student. 
CONSEQIINCES IF YOU DON1: 
• poor credit rating; 
• no further Canada Student Loans; 
• collection action; 
• withholding of income tax refunds. 
Department of the Secretary 
of State of Canada 
Secretariat d'Etat 
du Canada Canada 
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ndependent Focus: 32 Code of Conduct for Coaches 
DRAFT (as of March10,1993) d) Refrain from encouraging ~-in the .. mana~ent. , BaSe thro';lgh sev~ drum?'ers befo . theuseofalcoholinconjunctionwith deos1ons pertairung to therr childs 
landmg Ze~e s cousm, Andrew athletic events or victory development. 
Ma~ugalm ~991. The player 1 coach relationship celebrations at the playing sites. 
Smcethattimetheband is a privileged one. Coaches must e) Refrain from the use of 
its name to 32 to ~se, developed a understand and respect inherent insulting, harassing or otherwise 
small, loyal followmg, lost a band power imbalance that exists in this offensive language (i.e., 
member,andmadeafoursongdem relationship and must be extremely profanity) in the conduct of one's 
tape. careful not to abuse it It should be duties. 
Thetapewasrecordedonafo kn 1 d d th h track in a friends basement Whil ac ow e ge at coac es are 
amongthemostpowerful influences 
the songs on the tape are quite good in an athlete's life. They are the 
the noise level is a bit of a detractor. conduit through which the values 
One of the tape's strong points is th andobjectivesofasportorganization 
diversity of the material on it. From are channeled, and they_arecritical to 
the modern, alternative pop stylin an athlete's personal development as 
of 'Where I am' and 'Sometimes Y' wellasathletic. Therefore,aseriesof 
(frequently played on OTR), to th responsibilities have been set out to 
laid back 'Changing Minds', to th assistcoachesintheirtaskofcreating 
heavy, almost vaudevillian 'Invisib1 well-rounded, self confident and 
Shoppers', the tape never ceases productive human beings. 
amuse and interest the listener. 
4) Ensure that the activity being 
undertaken is suitable for the age, 
experience, ability, and fitness 
leveloftheathletesandmakeathletes 
aware of their rersonal 
responsibilities in terms o safety. 
5) Communicate and cooperate 
with registered medical practitioners 
in the diagnosis, treatment and 
managementoftheirathletes' medical 
and psychological problems. 
Thebandisnowfrontedby Miles 
Chupa, who has played around 
Vancouver and done some studio 
work. With the addition of Miles the 
band expects to get things going to 
full steam in a matter of months, and 
~bly release an independent CD 
by late 1994. 
COACHES HAVE A Consider theathlete'sfuture 
health and well-being as foremost 
when making decisions regarding 
an injured athlete's ability to 
continue playing. 
RESPONSIBILITY TO: 
1) Treat everyone fairly within the 
contextoftheiractivity,regardlessof 
gender, place of origin, c o I o r, 
sexual orientation, religion, political 
belief of economic status. 
2) Direct criticism at the 
performanceratherthantheathletes. 
3) Consistently display high 
personal standards and project a 
favorable image of their sport 
and coaching. 
a) Refrain from public criticism 
of fellow coaches. This is especially 
important when speakingto the 
media or recruiting athletes. 
b) Refrain from smoking while 
coaching and show respect by 
fraining from smoking in front of 
thletes. 
c) Refrain from drinking 
coholic beverages while working 
"th athletes. 
6) Recognize and accept when to 
referathletes toothercoachesorsports 
specialists. It's unacceptablefora 
coach to hold back a talented athlete 
to obtain personal benefit or 
reward. 
7) Regularly seek ways of 
increasing professional development 
and self-awareness. 
8) Treat opponents and officials 
with due respect, both in victory and 
defeat and encourage athletes 
to act in a similar manner. Actively 
encourageathletes to uphold the rules 
of their sport and the spirit 
of such rules. 
9) Communicate and co-operate 
with the athletes' parents, involving 
10) In an educational institution, be 
aware of the academic pressures 
placed on the student- athletes 
and conduct practices and games in 
a manner so as to allow academic 
success. 
COACHES MUST: 
1) Ensure the safety of the athletes 
with whom they work. 
2) At no time become intimately 
and/ or sexually involved with their 
athletes. 
-inappropriate behavior 
includes sexual advances, requests 
for sexual favors, 
sexually oriented remarks or 
behaviors, reprisal, or threat of 
reprisal for the 
rejection of a sexual advance or 
request. 
3) Respect the athletes' integrity: 
- verbal or physical 
behaviorsthatconstituteharassment 
or abuse are 
unacceptable, (Definition of 
harassment is attached) 
- prohibit any display of 
exploitativeorpomographicpictures 
or images in the 
sport facility. 
4) Neveradvocatetheuseofdrugs, 
chewing tobacco or other banned 
performance e n h a n c i n g 
substances. 
5) Neverprovideunderageathletes 
with alcohol. 
ndependent Focus: 
esuit Refugee Anges of God:The Other Review 
Liam Corcoran 
Jesuit Refugee has produced a 
titled, four song demo tape. The 
II'<Jlck<ltgi.I:tg is amazing. The jacket art 
den Brink and the band 
Dittmanare well 
demotapejacket it Themusic, 
is another story. 
music reminds me of The 
• trarlgl,ers and Narduwuar the 
lfliunaiD Serviette, only worse. 
Lyster cannot sing, nor can he 
fake it The compositions are 
and the bands half- assed 
_ ...,, ... , .. ,doesn't help either. 
.IUJjDUlii!T factor that brings the 
to new depths of 
loJrridne;;sisthe production. Golden 
Julrcm:lS should be given to 
•"!'>l'>f:J., Dave Murphy and 
Recording for this 
production and mix down 
nightmare. 
I am reminded of a demo tape 
that I picked up, two years ago, by a 
Calgary band called Gadflys. 
The tape was called Egad, it was 
poorly produced. Egad's instrument 
mix wasn't too bad, but the 
background hiss was a definite 
annoyance. The points that really 
saved that demo were the fact that 
the packaging was first rate, the 
compositions were so strong, and 
the band members were more than 
competent 
Jesuit Refugee should have 
done themselves a favour and saved 
the money that they spent on 
recording and packaging; had they 
done this they could have bought a 
descent four track, and paid for some 
good music lessons. 
By Brook Johnston 
Agnes of Gad is the last theatre 
production that will be put on by the 
DouglasCollegeTheatreDepartment 
this semester. 
What makes it unique for a 
College play is its cast and the 
preparations they have made. 
The cast consists of only three 
members, all women, two of whom 
are nuns (a mother superior and a 
novice)andonewhoisapsychiatrist. 
They engage in on stage activities 
such as, spontaneously bleeding, 
philosophizing and (gasp) smoking 
real cigarettes. Preparation for the 
play also included such unorthodox 
activities as visiting a convent and 
being hypnotized by a professional 
hypnotherapist 
Director Cheryl Matheson said, 
"it's been wonderful working with 
suchasmallcast. Usuallyinacollege 
or university setting, a director is 
expected to choose shows with large 
casts to accommodate as many 
students as possible. I was fortunate 
tobeabletodoAgnesofGad,because 
our main stage production this term 
involved the majority of our theatre 
students." 
The cast had much to say about 
their unique experiences including 
Cara LeanneKindtwhoplaysAgnes. 
She talks candidly about 
spontaneous bleeding saying, "it's 
the coolest feeling when the blood's 
dripping down my arms-it feels like 
it's coming from my own veins." 
The doctor's character, played 
by Daniela Vlaskalic, practically 
chain smokes through out the whole 
performance while Vlaskalic herself 
is a non-smoker. According to this 
first year college student. ''Being the 
onlv non-smoker in the cast is 
a cigarette during intermission." 
Theplayitselfdeals withvario.lS 
topics including hysterical 
parthenogenesis, and old 
philosophical favorites such as the 
validity of theCatholicreligiongiven 
its various hypocrisies and the 
question of the nature of and or the 
existence of God. 
"Alotoftheplayisaboutthings 
being what we perceive them to be," 
said Matheson "people who believe 
in science won't be able to rationalize 
everything that happens in the play. 
Some miracles do occur and some 
people don't want to believe there 
are things they can't explain." 
VIaskalic also said '1 think the 
play definitely makes you thinkabout 
who you are what you are and why 
you're here." 
Berger also said "Going to the 
conventreallymademeconsciousof 
who my character was. They were 
real and so peaceful and happy just 
loving God. It was amazing." 
A non-smoker forced to smoke 
for a couple of hours while real 
smokers can't even sneak a butt 
during intermission, a person who 
really thinks she' sbleedingeven with 
props, and a director who says 
"We've had a lot of fun." What's 
that? Fun during the week before 
opening? 
Brings new meaning to this 
quotemadebyl<indt."asagroupwe 
perform a miracle every night!" 
The play opens on Friday April 
2nd with nightly shows on the jrd, 
5th, through to the lOth. Student 
prices are five dollars and there are 
two, 2 for 1 matinees. For further 
information contact the box office at 
527-5488. 
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DC Royals' Sports Program is a strong 
one to play for/against Seven out of nine 
BCCAA Teams competed in the BCCAA 
Championships, and five of those won the 
Provincial Title and participated in the CCAA 
Nationals. 
AO, _ ... ' 
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Wbew! What a 92-93 season. Just 
look at the acx:omplishments of the athletes. 
Congratulations to the "Outstanding for 
Douglas" athletes, and to all the coaches & 
assistants. You've made this year one to be 
proud offor DC. 
The All-Canadians are 
recognized in this~ butevety 
athlete who participated shares 
the thrill, good feeling and 
sportsmanship. 
I've enjoyed covering 
you all in this newspaper and I 
apologize for the lack in some 
areasoftheOtherSportssection. 
Forthoseofyou who are leaving 
DC, best wishes and all the luck 
in your futures and for those of 
you who are returning, I look 
forward to seeingyouagainnext 
year! Elaine Leong 
Sports Coordinator 
Photos starting from the top 
and going clockwise: (top . 
two)The Rugby Toumament at 
Queens Partt held Its flm 
Annual Townament. The DC 
Men's Volleyball competes at 
BCCAA Rnals. All Conference 
Ptayer au.d Caldwell scores at 
the CCAA Tournament. Even 
when down on her knees Joanna 
., Horvath has no problem 
~ keeping the ball up. All-Star 
!? Jennifer Boone of the Women's 
~Soccer Team puts up a galant 
ifi effort In every game. 
§ ....... -----
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Birth -control; What Every Woman Should Know 
No method of birth control is 
foolproof: the only sure way to 
prevent pregnancy is not to have sex. 
Everyone who has sex should read 
this article. There is a section near the 
end on safe sex. 
There are three important 
considerations for you and your 
partner when selecting a method of 
birth control: what is best for you, 
which method will you use 
consistently and properly, and what 
can protect you from sexually 
transmittable diseases and AIDS. 
Birth control is by no means "up to 
the woman" . Mature sexuality 
involves a deliberate, mutual choice 
-neither partner should assume that 
"things are taken care of." 
Following is a brief guide to the 
most common methods of birth 
(uuitul. Yollr doctor, Plann~d 
Parenthood (731 - 4252), the 
Everywoman's Health Centre (322 -
6692),orVancouverWoman'sHealth 
Collective (736 - 5262) can help you 
decide which contraceptive is right 
for you. 
The Pill: 
This is the most commonly used 
method of birth control. It is a series 
of pills designed to regulate a 
woman's menstrual cycle through 
compounds similar to hormones. 
Use: The Pill must be prescribed by a 
doctor. Generally, a series of pills 
come in a package, and one must be 
taken daily throughout the 21 to 28 
day cycle. The hormone level is 
changed so that an egg is not released 
by the ovaries each month. The pills 
also affect the cervical mucus, making 
it difficult for sperm" to gain access to 
the uterus. 
Reliability: If the method is 
used properly (if you take a pill 
everyday), one in every hundred 
women becomes pregnant. This rate 
increases, of course, if a pill is missed 
or the method is otherwise used 
improperly. 
Advantages: The pill can also 
help to decrease cramping and 
menstrual flow. They also decrease 
theriskofpelvicinflammatorydisease 
and functional ovarian cysts. 
Research also shows that they may 
lower the risk of developing cervical 
cancer. They are easy to use and aid 
in spontaneity. 
Disadvantages: During the first 
month of use, a backup method is 
necessary. Some initial side effects, 
such as headache, breakthrough 
bleeding between menstrual cycles, 
weightgain,ordepressionmayoccur. 
There is also an increased 
susceptibility to cardiovascular 
disease, especially in women who 
smoke. There is little data available 
on the long term effect of the pill but 
it may increase the chance of 
developing breast cancer. Birth 
control pills do not protect the user 
from sexually transmittable diseases 
(SIDs) or AIDS. 
Cost $14 - ·$18 for a one month 
supply from a pharmacy. 
Intrauterine Device 
(IUD): 
Also known as a coil, ring or 
loop, this device is inserted and left in 
the uterus to preventimplantation by 
sperm and conception. 
Use: The device is usually plastic and 
contains copper or hormones. It has 
a string attached and must be inserted 
by a doctor. Newer devices must be 
checked periodicallyandifpregnancy 
The Pill and Your Health 
The use of contraceptives can 
influence the body's need for some 
nutrients, particularly vitamins and 
minerals. Side effects attributed to 
birth control pills can often be 
recognized as nutritional deficiencies. 
These adverse effects may be so minor 
that they are not recognized as definite 
sideeffects, butstill may impair health. 
The need for niacin, vitamin K, 
calcium, iron and copper seems to be 
decreased by the use of the pill while 
the need for vitamin B2, vitamin B6, 
vitamin C, folic acid, zinc, vitamin E 
and iodine is increased. 
Symptoms such as fatigue, 
depression, nervousness, skin 
problems, and low resistance to 
infection may frequently be attributed 
to nutritional deficiencies. To be more 
specific: 
LackofB6: 
Headaches, nausea, water retention, 
foot and leg cramps. 
LackofB2: 
Oily skin, whiteheads, visual 
problems, sorenessoflipsand tongue. 
Lack of Folic Acid: 
Anemia, fatigue, depression, gray-
brown skin pigmentation of the face, 
vaginitis. 
Vitamin B2, vitamin B6, and folic 
acid are part of the B complex. Good 
food sources include whole grains, 
liver, wheat germ, and nutritional 
yeast. The daily use of yogurt 
promotes the utilization ofBvitamins 
by the intestines, and the growth of 
healthy vaginal bacteria. 
Lack of Vitamin C: 
Bleeding gums, bruising, weakening 
of cell walls, lowered resistance to 
infection, and gum disease. Food 
sources for vitamin C are citrus fruit, 
bell peppers, and dark green 
vegetables. Supplements may be 
necessary. 
Lack of Zinc: 
Zinc is essential for resistance to 
infection, rapid healing of wounds, 
heaithy skin, fertility, and normal 
blood cholesterol. Food sources 
include nuts, shellfish and leafy 
vegetables grown in healthy soil. 
Lack of Iodine: 
In combination with high estrogen 
levels, can cause abnormal tissue 
changes in the breasts. Food sources 
include sea food, iodized salt, sea salt, 
and kelp. Kelp is available as a 
nutritional supplement. 
VitaminE: 
May be helpful in avoiding cancer, 
blood clots, high blood pressure, 
varicose veins. Food sources include 
wheat germ and whole grains. 
Supplementsareoftennecessary,and 
are best provided from ·a natural 
source. 
occurs the device must be removed 
immediately. An IUD can be worn 
for2yearsbeforeitmustbereplaced. 
Reliability: TheiUDisslightly 
less effective than the Pill. It is 94% to 
98% effective. 
.r<f>ndom: 
A thin sheaf of strong rubber which 
covers an erect penis and holds the 
semen after ejaculation. 
Use:Thecondommustbeputonafter 
erection and before any vaginal 
contact. The condom prevents 
seminal fluid from entering the 
vagina. 
Reliability: Condoms used 
with spermicide are up to 99% 
effective. Condoms used alone are 
about 90% effective. 
Advantages: The condom is tJ,e 
only way a man {unless sterilized) 
can take an active part in preventing 
pregnancy. No prescription is needed 
and it is easy to use. A condom is the 
only effective way to avoid exposure 
to AIDS or other STDs during 
intercourse. Itisadvisabletoalwais 
use a condom to protect yourself 
from dbease. 
Disadvantages: There is the slight 
possibility of the condom slipping or 
tearing, allowing sperm to escape into 
thevagina. Theuseofacondommay 
reduce some of the sensation and 
may interrupt spontaneous sex. 
Although the condom offers 
protection from most STDs it is not 
100% effective. 
Cost Unlubricated condoms are 
$4 - 5 for a box of 12. Condoms 
lubricated with the spermicide 
Nonoxynol-9 are $10 - 12. Both are 
available in drug stores. 
Continued on page 4 
continued from page 1 
Advantages: The IUD is non-
chemical, cannot be felt by either 
partner, and requires no preparation 
at the time of intercourse. 
Disadvantages: Initial insertion 
may be painful if no previous 
pregnancy has occurred. The IUD 
may cause irregular bleeding or 
heaviercrampsduringmenstruation 
forthefirstfewmonthsafterinsertion. 
IncreasedriskofPelviclnflammatory 
Disease (PID). There is a small risk of 
fallopian tube scarring whi.ch could 
lead to infertility. There may be an 
increased risk of AIDS if exposed to 
the virus. IUD's do not protect the 
user from sexually transmittable 
diseases(STDs) or AIDS. 
Shelter Needs Your Help 
Cost $25 - $30 at insertion. 
Since 1973 Vancouver Rape Diaphragm: ReliefandWomen'sShelterhasbeen 
. . operating as a feminist response to 
The diaphragm IS_ a soft rub~ rape and rape prevention. The fact 
dome or J?OU~ that IS filled With that, typically, nine to ten times more 
contraceptive jelly ~d placed o~er · women call women-operated rape 
the ~ thus f~rmmg a chenucal qisislines, as opposed to going to the 
andphysicalbarner~tspermmust police, clearly shows the need for 
pass to cause conception. these serv · ces 
Use: The initial fitting must be done Of th
1 
1423" ails · ed 1 t . . e c rece1v as 
byadoctor._ ContraceJ?tivejellymust year, only 15% said they had any 
be pia~ mto the diaphragm and hope the judicial system would work 
may be inserted by the woman up to t th Bes"d th · 1 
3 h · Th di hra or em. 1 es e1r re uctance to ours pnor to sex. e ap gm t th li 11 th 11 ha ed 
must be left in for 6 to 8 hours after go 0 e po ce, a e ca ers s r 
. terco two other facts: They were women 
!' li bili~ty:- lVYJ/ ffecti and their attackers were men. 
n.e a • -;v 10 e . ·ve. "By and large the man was 
Advantages: . Insertion ~an someone the caller knew, most often 
becometi~ rouThtine dPcu:t of bedtimbee one with whom she was involved-
prepara on. e eVIce cannot h c th h b d b th 1 felt b "th Th ~ 1a er, us an , ro er, over, 
. Y ei er partner. ere are no employer, and soon," reports Bonnie 
~~ Th . 11 Agnew, a Rape Relief Collective ~::e g .es:hra ere 15 ~rna member. "Theattacktookplacemost 
dislodged ~ ::; ra>: time of~eninherhome,hiscar,hercar,and 
· e n . or mser 0~ increasingly in our workplaces." 
may reduce spontaneity. The ~t Statistics show that in Canada, a 
must be ch~ed every year and if women is raped every 17 minutes; 1 
unusu:U weight c;hange occurs. Use women in 4 will be raped in her 
of a ~aphragm m _no way reduces lifetime; 1 in 8 girls is sexually 
~~;:;~.contracting AIDS or any assaulted befor~theageof18, us~ally 
c $10 15 t th d . 1 by a male farruly member; 54 Yo of ost . -. or e eVJce P us women living with a men will be 
contraceptivejelly. struck at some time during the 
Cervical Cap· relationship; 60% of reported rapes, 
• and most battering and child sexual 
Used in place of diaphragms in assault, take place in the home; and 
women with a retroverted (tilted) 9{)% of women are sexually harassed 
uterus. It is very similar to use and 011 the job at some time during their 
effectiveness as a diaphragm. work. life. 
The many activities undertaken 
by Vancouver Rape Relief and 
Women's Shelter require money, so 
that fundraising is a major (and 
ongoing) consider-ation of the 
collective. Onefundraisingevent that 
takes place every year, is the annual 
walkathon, held in May. 
The fifteenth annual walkathon 
will be held Sunday, May 30, 1993. 
As always the walk will take a 
route around the Stanley Park 
Seawall, but this year it will start and 
end at Ceperly Park, near Second 
Beach. At the conclusion of the walk, 
a free picnic will be held with 
entertainmentforchildrenandadults 
alike. 
The fundraising goal for the 
Walkathon this year is $40,000. But 
thewalkisalsoanannualcelebration, 
a place to catch up with friends, raise 
awareness about violence against 
women, and have fun! 
The route is wheelchair 
accessible (including bathrooms), 
with pushers I companions available; 
child care is a regular feature for the 
whole day, and those who prefer to 
cycle the route are encouraged to do 
so. 
If you would like to take part in 
thewalkathon, please phone 255-4294 
to register and get a pledge sheet. For 
other information about the 
walkathon, please phone Vancouver 
Rape Relief and Women's Shelter at 
87l-8212orwritetoP.0 .65342,Station 
F, Vancouver, B.C., V5N 5P3. 
1. TIIERIGHT10INITIATE I 
ALTER /TERMINATE 
REl.A TIONSHIPS. 
2. TilE RIGHT TO BE 
lREATED WITH RESPECT. 
3. TilE RIGHT TO ACT IN 
WAYS THAT PROMOTE 
YOUR DIGNITY AND SELF-
RESPECT AS LONG AS 
OTIIERS' RIGHTS ARE NOT 
VIOLATED IN THE 
PROCESS. 
4. THJI.RIGHT TO FEEL 
GOOD ABOUT YOURSELF. 
S. TilE RIGHT 10 CHANGE 
YOUR MIND. 
6. TilE RIGHT TO SAY NO 
AND NOT FEEL GUILTY. 
7. TilE RIGHT TO 
EXPERIENCE 
AND EXPRESS YOUR 
FEELINGS. 
8. TilE RIGHT TO ASK FOR 
WHAT YOU WANT. 
9. TilE RIGHT TO MAKE 
MISfAKES AND TO BE 
RESPONSIBLE FOR THEM. 
10. TilE RIGHT 10 DO LESS 
THAN YOU ARE HUMANLY 
CAPABLE OF DOING. 
U. TilE RIGHI' 10 ASK FOR 
INFORMATION. 
12. TilE RIGHT TO DO WHAT 
YOU WANT WITH YOUR 
BODY. 
13. TilE RIGHT TO DO WHAT 
YOU WANT WITH YOUR 
TIME. 
14. TilE RIGHT TO GET 
WHAT YOU PAY FOR. 
15. TIIERIGHTTODOWHAT 
YOU WANT WITH YOUR 
POSSESSIONS. 
16. TilE RIGHT NOT TO 
ASSERT YOUR RIGHTS. 
17. TilE RIGHT TO HAVE 
YOUR LIMITS RESPECTED. 
18. TilE RIGHT NOT TO 
OFFER REASONS OR 
EXCUSFS FOR YOUR 
BEHAVIOUR. 
One Minute of Silence is not Enough 
by Pauline Rankin • 
Last November when I pinned 
on my ''For Every Woman Raped in 
Every War" button alongside a felt 
poppy, I wasn't prepared for the 
buttons that got pushed in other 
people.. 
Ishouldn'thavebeensurprised. 
This particular button had provoked 
strong reaction before. In 1982, a 
group of women held a quiet 
ceremony in Vancouver's Victory 
Square, honoring women victims of 
war. The evening TV news portrayed 
themasdisruptiveandagreatoutcry 
ensued. 
Evidently, Remembrance Day 
holds a delicate, sacred place in 
people's emotions and any attempt 
to change it is seen as dangerous. 
I was raised withFiander' sFields 
and poppy drives, and I become 
thoughtful and emotional on 
November 11th. Born 12 years after 
the second world war,l observed the 
war-protesting years of the (iJ s and 
l'vealways beenacutelyawareofthe 
nuclear threat. I choose to spend my 
timeonRememb«UKeDaythinking 
of the horrors of warfare and 
dreaming of a life without it 
As a feminist, I also want to 
redefine the traditions of our society 
by seeking out the stories of women, 
the stories that are swept away in the 
mainstream. 
_ Remembrance Day can have a 
broader context than the world wars. 
Acknowledginghowrapingwomen 
is entwined with the practice of war 
is one way of doing this. I wear my 
button withdeeprespectandsadness 
and so was shocked when people 
called it "very angry". 
A long and Iruitful discussion 
about my button and the feelings of 
war veterans arose in a class I was 
attending. The "problems" raised by 
my button were explored in an 
interviewtodeterminemy suitability 
for a social service course. 
I suppose I should be flattered 
that one woman with one button 
could beperceivedas sucha powerful 
entity, capable of bringing parades 
and ceremonies to a screeching halt 
and.dissolving war vets in the street 
I dutifullyresponded to all criticisms, 
feeling like an outsider who was 
foreign to Remembrance Day and 
the structures of our society. 
I am neither. My father is a war 
.vel Hedoesn'tmarchinparades, but 
he likes telling stories about his time 
overseas. He also likes my button 
and has remarked that freedom of 
speech was one of the values they 
were supposedly fighting for. 
Remembrance Day is a time to break 
silences and reclaim lost stories. One 
minute of silence isn't enough time 
to tell the stories of women and 
children whose bodiesandliveswere 
torn apart in the quest for power 
called war. Whileirespectthemotives 
of men and women who sought to 
preserveourwayoflife,Ican'tforget 
those who suffered pain and 
humiliation as a result of a military 
mentality. 
On November 11, my thoughts 
are with my sisters worldwide, 
including every woman raped in 
every war. 
Don't wait for Remembrance Day 
to think about women raped in wartime. 
Right now the number af women being 
raped in the former Yugoslavia are so 
high that Barbra McDougal is calling 
for the UN to make rape a war crime. 
Write to Parliament to show your 
support. 
The oUt Ward Journey 
by Krlstyn In my case there was a gradual 
The idea kept running through awareness that I was different from 
my head that once you come out, everyone else. ealizing that I ws 
you'reoutforgood. Y_ es, people might attra~ to my c:>wn sex ~dn:t lead 
pretend you never did, but en\ ven if to feelings of pnde and digruty, by 
everyone pretended that grass was any means. My first reactions were 
green. it would't change the colour. very, very negative, which was to be 
Keeping this in mind, I knew expected considering the pervasive 
that when I came out I had to do it stereotypes cast by a heteroeexist 
well society. 
Actually, the term "coming out" Althou~ progression through 
is confusing, because it isn't a single eachsuccesstvestag~makes!henest 
momentous event, but a series of one that much easter, commg out 
lengthy stages. Perhaps the most neverbecomesthe~plestatement 
difficultpatofthis process is realizing of self-fulfillment thaht should be. It 
and admitting that '1 am a lesbian!" is riddled with social pressures and 
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emiLniLmn: 
( 'ftmi•nizam) n. advocacy of women's rights 
on grounds of equality of the sexes. 
by Maureen C.haume 
l'vespokentoafewmenrecently 
on the topic of women's rights. 
Frequently, the reaction is one of 
outright hostility: '1 hate feminists!" 
I am dismayed to find a prevailing 
view of feminists as rabid, tonsil-
exposing maniacs whose ultimate 
goal is to psychologically (and 
perhapsphysically)castratethemale 
whiletramplinghim into little pieces 
of dung to be swept up with the rest 
of society's rubbish. 
Exposed to the starkness of 
female anger, the fragile male ego 
suffers a panic attack when 
confronted with signs of assertiveness 
from the previously passive gender. 
With the kamikaze notion of offense 
as the best defense, men instantly 
equate feminism with a hatred for all 
things male and base their reactions 
onthisuntriedassumption. Thusarise 
ridiculous termssuchas "penis envy" 
and "ballbuster'', terms obviously 
associated with that element of 
himself which the man most fears to 
lose. Sadly, these attitudes effectively 
act as blinders as men stumble 
through the mire of their own 
contradictory social roles. 
In fact, feminism as defined by 
Oxfordisthe"advocacyofwomen's 
rights on the basis of equality of the 
tu!kl'u:~" T• ~~ nnf. .f.ho ~~~~"~~l"''t" n.~ 
-·- • •• ·~ ··-· -·- --. ---J -· 
women's rights for the furthering of 
female superiority'' as some seem to 
think; nor is feminism based on the 
emasculation of the male. 
Certainly, women are angry. 
After centuries of oppression and 
forced dependency, we are finally 
coming to realize ourselves as 
individuals. Yet, as we struggle to 
escape the deperdency trap that for 
many of us has been reinforced 
unconsciously by our mothers and 
grandmothers throughout our lives, 
we are condemned for statements 
such as "I don't need a man to 
survive". Our desire for self-
self-doubt. Perhaps the magnitude of 
eachsuccessivestepisonlyund.erstocxi 
when you consider that there is no 
possible way to return tothe closet. 
You can't tell your family and 
friends thatyouareahomosexualand 
later reverse your statement with 
"Oops! I made a mistake, I'm not a 
lesbian after all."You simply can't do 
that You must be ready to do battle 
and you must be positive about 
yourself for what you are. 
It'strulysadthatsomanypeople, 
whether fac-ed with this dilemma or 
rot, find life so unbearable that they 
attempt to destroy themeselves; and 
even sadder that some succeed. The 
fulfillment and independence 
becomes misconstrued by the male 
as outright rejection or derision of 
his person. 
While women fight an uphill 
battleagainstfictions propagated by 
socially reinforced female images 
(beauty pageants, beercommercials), 
and speak out against the abuse 
directed toward our gender 
(everything from broken bones to 
sexist jokes to lewd whistles on the 
street), men consider themselves 
personally under attack and label us 
man-haters. No wonder feminism 
has such a bad name! But consider 
this: justovertenyearsago,inanage 
of explosive scientific and 
technological advancement, a man 
could still legally rape his wife. 
Consider also the nature of 
sexual harassment Theveryfactthat 
sexualharassmentisillegalindicates 
that women receive so little 
consideration(i.e.. respect) from men 
that without enforced punitive 
measures harassment would 
continue at a far greater level than it 
does at present Only the threat of 
criminal charges partially alleviated 
the degradation of women. and this 
does not extend to the street, where 
women of all ages endure the 
whistles and leers of passing males 
who react to a negative response 
with comments such as ''What a 
fucking bitch" or the ever-eloquent 
"Aaah, suck my cock". Contrary to 
the images projected by beauty 
pageants, televisionadvertisingand 
many music videos, women do not 
exist as objects of display for the 
enjoyment of the male. Yet, the 
aforementioned media indicate that 
we do exist in this capacity. No 
wonder women are angry. No 
wonder men are confused and 
resentful. 
This is a time of extreme 
contradiction. We witness the 
emergence of new roles and new 
attitudes doing violent battle with 
loss of a human being is a permanent 
loss to the world of one person's 
unique talents, one person's future. 
I have often felt that if my 
family or friends couldn't give me 
the love or respect I am entitled to, 
then they have no place in my life.. I 
have turned awatfrom peoplellove 
because of their rejection of my 
homosexuality. 
My father couldn't accept me, 
thereforelfeltMycomingouttomy 
family left them hurt and angry and 
ashamed and disgusted. They 
refused to believe or accept it, and I 
couldn't live in an environment 
the old. The expectations of this 
tumultuous period of social 
development bewilder both men 
and women. While women strive 
against the negative connotations 
of feminism, men find themselves 
feeling threatened. 
From an early age a man is 
socialized as the independent,. non-
feeling, success-oriented, 
dominant person who must be 
constantly in control. Image-
conscious, terrified of appearing 
non-masculine, a man grows up 
suppressing compassion-to cry, 
to hug, to express love or 
dependence, is taboo. Now, we 
tell him toreactagainstinternalized 
attitudes passed down through 
countless generations and 
sanctioned throughout his lifetime, 
and we are angry with him for 
resisting change. Uncertain, he 
becomes defensive, even hostile. 
Women, all of whom at one 
time or another have been abused, 
discriminated against or degraded 
by men. can understand feminism 
only through the eyes of victims. 
Men view feminism as a force 
determined to crush the epitome 
of their masculinity. Neither men 
nor women will agree on the terms 
of the feminist viewpoint while 
each harbours such resentment 
toward the other. 
Someday, perhaps, the old 
social attitudes restricting the self-
fulfillmentofbothmenand women 
will be torn away. Eventually, 
mutual respect if not mutual 
understanding will prevail, and 
the shredding of human dignity 
amid spiteful accusations will 
become the exclusive province of 
electoral debate. Now is the time 
to release feminism from its 
shackles as an uglyanddirtyword, 
and accept it as an integral part of 
human development, neither 
vicious nor threatening, but a vital 
step in the harmonious resolution 
of the destructive battleofthesexes. 
. -.. 
. • 
.. ' 
where I was constantly subjected to 
harassmet I was being treated like a 
criminal in my own home. But there 
was no backing down because my 
attitude ans actions from that day 
forth were going to affect the rest of 
my life. 
I am a 17-year-old high school 
student ... .Maybemyideasarestrong 
and meaningless to most, but if they 
can help even one more person to 
avaiod the torments ·1 faced. then 
they can help even one more person 
to avaid the torments I faced. then 
they have accomplished what they 
were supposed to do. 
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Healiag Ounelfes aad Each Other 
by Nora GUlla 
degree, for the rest of my life. political." 
Abuse:physical,mental,sexual, Recovery is a journey, not a Thereisanotherwomanlwould 
emotional. Does any woman reach destination. like to mention here, for her caring 
adulthood without experiencing It's been an incredible journey work with sufferers of eating 
some form of it? sofar,andl wouldn'thavemadeitto disorders, and for her enormous 
If you view sexism itself as this point without the help and influence on me. 
abusive,thentheansweris'no'.Any support of some pretty incredible HernamewasBeckyGillisand 
woman who makes itt 1t:o~a~d~~~~w;omen. Some are professional shewasmymother.Shedied3years 
1 sellors, some are not. All are ago, but her legacy endures in how I 
isasurvivor 
of whether she 
su · :vors who believe life should be feel about myself as a woman and as 
just surviving, and that~---r&!:being. 
ourselves and ea She ght me from an early 
to thrive. age the rig ess of equality, the 
ril Steele is on · ortance f having a social 
. She is a 47 year con · ence, the utter wrongness 
al abuse; a femi of s sm, ra m, homophobia and 
b~:!';n[hef1.raped o~ 
, and eed o 
of our e 
illness (mental, involved in th all erfor s of hatred. 
ement for almost 2 Shew. a nurse and housewife 
s trained as a natural who e active in the human 
therapeutic touch and vis 1 movement in the late '(i)'s. 
work. S was anti-war, pro-feminism and 
She came across art the p human. 
-..u_~!)JJ.ieA.OU:I&Jilq,.Plllll)o.Qei~ing Atage48,shereturned to college. 
ow a e even ly got a degree from 
V uver Art t age 54 started a brand-
t ho is r. She spent the next 10 
practic·~~~ fl'trllr' with survi ears wo ·ng at St. Paul's Hospital, 
sexual abuse and childhood here an interest in treating women 
and women with eating dis with eating disorders became a 
Art therapy is a useful passion. She helped a great many e 
the 
ng 
our feelings with er 
addictions, making ourselves · -
these just create more problems in 
our lives. 
dealing with childhood is women, not the least of whom was 
moreabouttherapythana me. 
It is primarily spontane She died just months after I 
aesthetics aren't important. beganmyrecoverywork.Everytime 
Healing i& about letting go of 
coping mechanisms that no longer 
work for us, and learning ones that 
do. Healing is about nurturing 
ourselves, and empowering 
ourselves. 
'1t's such a good way to access we spoke, she told me how proud 
unconscious material," says April. shewasofmeforhavingthe'courage 
"If you're dealing with severe to heal'. I only wish she were alive 
childhood trauma, feelings that may today to see how far I've come. She 
be too overwhelming to experience used to quote Joseph Campbell to 
directly can be put into the art and me: ''What is it that makes you 
viewed from a safe distance." happy? Stay with it no matter what 
April uses her feminist people tell you. This is what I call 
perspective in counselling women. 'following your bliss."' Ihavebeenworkingonmyown 
healing for over three years now. 
That might seem like a longtime, but 
consider that I'm in my 30's and 
you'll realize that I have over three 
decades of oppression and abuse to 
heal from. I believe that I'll probably 
be doing healing work, to some 
She believes one can't do therapy in I've done a lot of healing these 
a vacuum;wemustlookattheculture past years. And I'm learning now to 
we live in. follow my bliss, with the help of the 
'The women's movement has women who are my guides, my 
been very empowering for me. partners in healing-my sisters. 
People say that as a therapist you As April says, "Sisterhood is 
can't be political: I say I can't not be powerful." 
Too Much Talk About Language 
It's time we focused on the real issue-- discrimination 
By Tanya Boudler 
Over the past few years, the issue 
oferadicatinggenderspecificlanguage 
has been in the forefront in the 
movement towards eliminating sexual 
discrimination. This recent focus on 
gender 
specific language is a red herring that 
deludes us into believingwecanchange 
discrimination by changing words. 
Communication is important in 
addressing this complex problem: 
however, words are not discriminatory 
in themselves. I believe that once we 
attain a deeper understanding of 
discrimination, the importance we place 
on gender specific language will fade. 
The basis of sexual discrimination 
stems not from language, but from our 
cultural viewsofmenand women. This 
recent focus on terminology is 
counterproductive becauseitdrawsour 
attention away from the underlying 
factors which create the problem. 
Just as a magician's slight of hand 
tricks the audience into accepting 
something that is not true, the stress 
that has been placed on eradicating 
gender specific terms deceives us into 
believingthatweareaddressingserious 
issues. 
Meanwhile, other issues such as 
sexual harassment. unequal working 
conditions and society's unrealistic 
expectations of beauty are lowered in 
priority when we center our attention 
aroun:llanguage. On a superficial 
level,. usingnon-specifictermsdoesdeal 
with discrimination, but it also grants a 
false security by leading people to 
believewordsaretheunderlyingfactor. 
Modifyinglanguagesothatitonly 
includes non-gender words is an 
ineffective method of 
responding to discrimination. 
If gender specific language 
was eliminated today, and a law 
passed that forced everyone into 
using new terminology, 
discrimination would still exist in 
much the same way. 
Discrimination has emerged from 
our cultural views of men and 
women. It is not derived from 
language. 
A more effective approach 
would be to ~irect our energy 
towards educating ourselves 
about our cultural views. Learning 
to question and evaluate the 
validity of these views are the first 
steps 
in confronting discrimination. 
Once we have an insight into the 
basis on which sexual 
discrimination is 
built, we will be more able to 
eliminate il 
Language is a tool whose main 
purpose is communication. 
Words, the building blocks of 
language, remain meaningless 
until we, as a culture, define them. 
Words such as freshman or 
alderman only become 
discriminatory when we choose to 
regard them as such. The words 
themselves are not synonymous 
with man but take on their own 
separate meanings which are 
applicable to both sexes. 
Byeliminatinggenderspecific 
terms, we also add to the 
complexity of language. The new 
terms introduced tend to be vague 
and often awkward to use. For 
example, the word freshperson in 
lieu of freshman is less fluent 
As a writer, I find non-gender 
unnecessarily lessens clarity. 
Language is meant to be specific 
enough to accurately describe the 
world around us; removing "gender 
specific" words goes against 
language's intended purpose. 
Sexualdiscriminationisaserious 
issue that undoubtedly needs 
addressing. Gender specific 
language and the recent focus on 
eliminating its usage takes attention 
away from this important issue. 
Through education and 
understanding our cultural views of 
men and women, we will be able to 
make discrimination non-existent. in 
waysmerewordswillnotaccompli~h. 
3 
1 0. Be creative. 
9. Value sex educatio 
aspects of it. 
8. Use a condo 
7. Respect all those 
your girlfriend, boytri 
peopfe involved in ho 
and heterosexual rei 
6. Understand that sex 
power trip. 
5. Love (or even like) 
you're with. 
4. Real adu Its don't 
with children. 
3. No means no. 
2. No means no. 
1. No means no. Do 
understand? 
Breaking The Silence-
one Woman's Personal Abortion Story 
For years I have been active in 
thecampaignfortherightsofwomen 
to have free, aa:essible abortions. 
DuringtheChantel.Daiglesummerl 
proudly chanted "ni pape, ni judge, 
ni conjiont. c' est aux femmes .fe 
decider" through the streets of 
Montreal. I rejoiced with thousands 
in Toronto outside the Morgentaler 
clinicwhenabortionwasstruckfrom 
the Criminal Code. 
My stand on the abortion issue 
was derived in part from the belief 
thatwomenhavetherighttocontrol 
their reproductive lives. It was also 
based on the practical understanding 
of women's desperate, often fatal 
attempts to make themselves 
"regular." Womenhavebeenkilling 
themselves for centuries. 
Until a few months ago, I had 
successfully avoided a dreaded 
unwanted pregnancy. But in June, I 
was confronted with the "choice." 
Formanyreasons,bothpersonaland 
practical, I chose to terminate the 
pregnancy. 
Theexperiencemademerealize 
the profound silence that Surrounds 
abortion. Itisonethingtotalkabout 
whether or not one agrees with 
"choice". It is quite another to talk 
about the experience itself. I found 
that the more I discussed my own 
experier¥:e;thetremeodousrelief,the 
sadness, the creeping guilt. the more 
I heard voices of woinen who felt as 
Idid. Butlikeme,theyhadnoforum 
to allow the necessary healing to 
happen. In the informal discussions 
among women who have had 
abortions, we are beginning to 
understand what the experience 
means and how to integrate it into 
our lives. In public, though. the 
silence is heavy. 
It struck me while at a meeting 
ofstudentswhoweretryingtodecide 
whether to endorse a pro-choice 
platform, that I had been silenced. 
lberewerewomenandmenstanding 
up pronouncing on abortion. telling 
me what their church,. their parents, 
their friends think of abortion. I 
wanted to get up and explain to 
everyone what it meant to me to be 
abletoexercisechoicebutl was frozen 
in my seal 
How many people would have 
judged, even indicted me for my 
actions? How many women in that 
room had had abortions and were 
silenced by the atmosphere that was 
tainted with the assumption that 
abortionisnotastudentissue? How 
many of us felt unsafe in a room full 
of our peers? The personal is political 
butpoliticsisslowtogivethepersonal 
a public space in any real way. 
This is not simply a pro-choice 
tirade. It is an attempt to point out 
thatthereexistsasilencefrom women 
who have the information and the 
experience that could contribute in a 
substantial waytotheabortiondebate. 
Being decidedly pro-choice does not 
make abortion an easy decision, nor 
does thefactthatitis no longer illegal 
mean that society, or even our peers, 
will not judge us as immoral. With 
abortion weneednolongerfacedeath 
or a criminal recourd, but we live in 
silence in a community that is 
intolerant of our choice. 
In solidarity with 
thousands of women. I remain 
anonymous. 
.. 
.. 
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Women's Suppfement 
Deodorant is Deodorant, Right? WRONG! 
H you are a woman it is quite 
likely the producttargetedatyou will 
be smaller and moreexpensivethana 
man's product 
Couple the extra cost of the 
deodorant with the fact that women 
earn only 64 cents for every dollar 
men earn and you've discovered a 
new brand of sexism. 
Actually, thedifferencein pricing 
ofsimilarproduetsandservicesaimed 
at women. lawmakers or consumer 
protectionagencieshavelongtried to 
address. 
AGcording to Montreal-area 
marketing practices branch of 
Con5umer and Corporate Affairs 
Canada, complaints about pricing 
come from both women and men in 
equal numbers. 
Even consumer lobby groups 
don't see differences in pricing for 
products or services used by both 
women and men as a pressing 
problem. 
According to Fran::esca Dalio of 
the Federation Nationale 
d' AssociationsdeConsommatersdu 
~aprovincialronsumergroup, 
"most women are more aware than 
BooksThatlleal 
by Nora Gillis 
The Courage to Heal 
by Ellen Bass and Laura Davis 
"'·-.. - 4:?1; l;ft\ 
(Harper & Row, $26.95) 
1bese are two of the best books 
available for adult survivors of 
childhood sexual abuse. H you are a 
survivor and have decided you're 
ready to work on healing, invest in 
oneorbothofthem. Hyou'rein pain. 
and stuck on a waiting list for 
rounse11ing, and don't know how 
you'llmakeit-theycouldsaveyour 
life.. 
Even if you've been in therapy 
for years, these books are well worth 
owning as adjuncts to your therapy 
andassupportsinaisis. Youdeserve 
all the help, guidance and support 
you can get. 
TJreCotmagetoHelllwaswritten 
by a survivor and the partner of a 
survivor, both of whom counsel and 
lead workshops on recovery from 
childhood sexual abuse. 
Authors Bass and Davis have 
written a comprehensive guide for 
female survivors: fromrealizingthat 
you were abused, to recognizing the 
effects, right through the healing 
process. There is also an excel.lent 
sectionforfamilymembers, partners 
and counsellors of survivors. 
The last section of this book 
contains the personal stories of 15 
'Courageous Women' and their 
journeys through thehealingprocess. 
The whole book is liberally 
peppered with poems, writ:in&'; and 
quotes from women survivors, and 
reflects the experience of women of 
various cultures, races and sexual 
orientation. 
The COUI'tlge to He1d Workbook 
was written for bothmaleandfemale 
survivors. It goes one step further 
thanTheCouragetoHeal: itbasically 
walks the survivor step-by-step 
through the healing process. 
Included are sections on 
remembering, dealing with crisis, 
nurturing yourself, breaking silence, 
grieving, anger and confronting the 
abuser. Davis has also written an 
appendix on healing sexually. 
Both books include writing 
exercises, and the Workbookalsohas 
several art exercises, checklists and 
other activities. 
If you are an adult survivor of 
child sexual abuse, do something 
goodforyourselftoday: buy,begor 
borrow one of these books. They are 
invaluable and empowering guides 
on your journey toward healing and 
happiness. 
men of food prices and nutritional 
requirements." 
Although Dalio acknowledges 
women are likely to pay more for 
mechanicalservicingoftheircarsthan 
men. she says times are changing. 
Today, Dalio says.are more likely to 
fare better when dealing with their 
mechanics. 
"There are more women car 
owners and they are more aware," 
she says. 
Butwomenstillhavetodealwith 
theatti.tudesofthosesetti.ngtheprices 
they pay fro car-related services. 
According to Linda Perez of the 
Academy-Ogilvyadvertisingagency, 
the auto industry is still driven by 
gender stereotypes. 
"Women's and men's 
knowledgeoncarbuyingandrepairs 
is equal but women~ perceived to 
know less," says Perez. 'They're 
perceived to know less because of 
'traditional' views and because they 
ask more questions." 
Perez notes that certain pricing 
policiesareveryunequal. Hair salons 
are a prime example, she says. 
Andwomenmaybepayingmore 
for certain products because they are 
"more brand loyal", says Perez. A 
product may increase in price but 
women willremainloyalconsumers. 
According to Perez, women's. 
willingness to buy a product is based 
on two criterion. She says women 
...nn ""ldho,..,C~>~"""" "Wm it"'" Jr .. ,.., .. 
Spermicides: 
Sperm killing foams, jellies, 
creams,orspermicidallozengesboth 
block the entrance to the uterus and 
killspermchemically. Theyaremost 
effective when used in conjunction 
with a diaphragm or condom. 
use: The spermicide is inserted with 
an applicator into the upper part of 
the vagina (covering the cervix) not 
more that 30 minutes prior to 
intercourse. Thespermicidemustbe 
left in place for at least 6 hours after 
sex. 
Reliability: Spermicidewhen 
used with a condom is \lp to 99% 
effective. Foam alone: (DelfenFoam 
istheonlyrecommendedbrand)90% 
effective. Jellies and creams are 80% 
effective. 
Advantages: Spermicides are 
invaluable in improving the 
effectiveness of condoms and 
diaphragms. No prescription is 
needed. Spermicides also act as a 
lubricant The F.ckages are easy to 
carry. Spermiadesmayoffersome 
protection from STDs other than 
AIDS. 
Disadvantages: Some allergic 
reacti.onsmayoccurandspermicides 
may be messy. They offer no 
~rotedionfromAIDS. 
Costs: Applicator kits $10 - 16. 
Refills $10-15 for 20 uses. 
The Sponge: 
A soft, disposable foam rubber 
spongethatisinsertedintothevagina 
to cover the cervix. It is saturated 
with the spermicideNono:xynol-9. 
Use:The sponge is wetted and 
squeezed to activate the spermicide. 
It is then inserted (dimpfe side up) 
high in the vagina tocoverthecervix. 
It can be left in for up to 30 hours. It 
should not be removed for at least 6 
hoursafterintercourse. Itshouldnot 
be used during menstruation. 
Reliability: 80% to 90% 
effective. 
Advantages: Thespongecanbe 
inserted well in advance of 
intercourse. Thespermicidereleased 
by the sponge acts as a lubricant 
Disadvantages: Somepeoplemay 
have an allagic reaction. There is 
also a possible.link to Toxic Shock 
Syndrome. Oralsexwhilethespo~e 
is in placecancausea numbtonguem 
feel good?" and "Will my friends like 
it?" 
Perez thinks that advertisements 
cultivate this '1 am worth it" image. 
This rational serves some 
companies well. OneexampleisThe 
Body Shop. "Our prices are a 
reflection of the ingredients," says 
Cltella Tmgley,managerofaMontreal 
branchofTheBodyShop. "Youhave 
tokeepinmindsomeingredientscost 
more than others." 
Thisisthestore'sjustificationfor 
the pricing differences between the 
"Mostly Men" line and other Body 
Shop products mainly bought by 
women. Although The Body Shop 
cultivates an image of the caring 
corporation concerned with today's 
issues, it is still in business to make a 
profit 
According to Kim Sawchuk. a 
communications studies professor at 
Concordia University, stores like The 
Body Shop use an advertising 
technique known as "social 
marketing."' 
Social marketing uses positive 
images of men and women and the 
environment, for example, to sell 
goods or services. 
"The consumer is highly 
suspicious of advertising," says 
Sawchuk. "Hencesocialmarketing." 
In reality, Sawchuk say's, it is 
just "a more refined marketing 
technique, feeding oH the feminist 
Tnnv,:.rn,:.n• n 
your partner. 
Cost: About $8 for a box of 3 at 
any drug store or supermarket. 
Sterilization: 
In males the vas deferens ( the 
tubethatcarriesspermfrom the testes) 
istiedorcut. lnfemalesthefallopian 
tubes are severed, preventing eggs 
from traveling between the ovary and 
the uterus .. 
Use:Requires a doctor to do the 
surgery. Males are given a local 
anesthetic. Female sterilization is 
usually done under general 
anesthetic. For 6 weeks after the 
surgery a back up method of 
contraception will be necessary. 
Reliability: Almostnochance 
of pregnancy. About 1 in 500 will 
become pregnant 
Advantages: No need of other 
forms of birth control. No loss of 
spontaneity. 
Disadvantages: It is very rarely 
reversible. H you are thinking of 
havingchildrenthisisnotanopti.on. 
Young childless womenhavea lot of 
difficulty convincing doctors this is 
what they want Most doctors will 
not sterilize women under 30 who 
have2orfewerchildren. Thereisno 
protection from STD's, including 
AIDS. 
Cost: Cost is covered under the 
provincial health plan. 
Natural Family Planning 
(Rhythm): 
Also known as Popes Pinball. 
Thisistheonlymethodofbirthcontrol 
allowedbysomereligions. ltinvolves 
abstinence during the fertile time 
during a women's cycle. 
Use: Very careful monitoring of the 
menstrual cycle is necessary. You 
should keep a calendar of your 
menstrual cycle. Ovulation may be 
predicted by date, basal temperature, 
or vaginal mucus viscosity. You 
should visit your doctor or 
naturopath for more information 
before using this mdhod. 
Reliability: Depends on how 
reliably you keep track of your cycle. 
It is 70 to 90% effective. 
Advantages: Otherthanduring 
fertileperiodsyouhavetotalfreedom. 
Disadvantages: This method 
requires a fair amount of time and 
dedication. An error in can 
leave you with no protection at all. 
Thismethodprovidesnoprotection 
from STD's or AIDS. 
.. 
Myths About Birth Control: 
If you are using, or are thinking of 
using any of the following methods, 
go back tothebeginningofthisarticle 
and read about real birth control 
metrods. Thefollowingmethodsare 
not to be trusted: 
Withdrawal: Pulling out the 
penis before or at the moment of 
eja<=ulation is not effective. Some 
sperm may be present before 
ejaculation. and sperm are likely to 
comeincontactwith the vagina when 
intercourse is interrupted. This 
method isalsoveryfrustrati.ngforthe 
male. lbisisalsoalineusedbysome 
irresponsiblemenwhodonotintend 
to follow through. 
Douching: This is nota good 
waytoeradicatesperm. Usuallythe 
sperm are pushed further into the 
uterus and thus closer to their goal 
"'MomingAfterPill,.: This is 
for emergencies only. It is very hard 
onyourbodyandmayleaveyousick 
for a few days after use. 
Abortion: No woman 
hashadanabortionwouldsuS~:ge;tit 
has a suitable replacement 
adequate contraception. 
Just Plain Safe: 
go see your doctor, 
Parenthood, or go 
Everywoman's Health 
immediately. The tests are free and 
are usually reliable 3 or more days 
after a missed period. 
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Other Sports 
92-93· Sports Year in Review 
A Overview of the Douglas Teams and how they progressed this year to qualify for the BCCM tournaments! 
compiled by Elaine Leong 
September 
After an eight year absence, Douglas 
CollegeRoyal's(DC)Men'ssoccerteamplayed 
once again on Sept 19, coached by Mike 
Williams,defeatingTrinityWestern University 
(TWU) in the season opener. DC's Women's 
soccer team opened their season the same day 
with a win over Cariboo. Sept 12 and 13, the 
De's Men's Team also travelled to Abbotsford 
to place 7th in the Fraser Valley College's 
Men's Soccer Totiinament 
TheWomen'svolleyball(VB)teamhosted 
their Fifth Annual Senior Girls Royal Oassic 
Tournament in which20teams participated in 
a round-robin pool. Notre Dame won the 
Championship Round while Little Flower 
Academy took the Consolation Round of the 
tournament ThankyoutoDCWomen'scoach 
Dave Dalcanale for organizing a really good 
Caledonia . Jason Baxter received an All Star Badminton: DC had first place results to BCCAA All Conference Team. 
for his performance and Tournament MVP wintheBCCAA Tournament#4atVee.Loken TheWomenRoyalHoopsterscreamedall 
Donna Furlani led the Women Royals with 53 inMen's Singles, Julia Chen in Women's Singles opposition in their2ndhalfoftheleagueseason 
kills and 28 blocks. and Ban & Chris Trenholme in Men's Doubles including a 15 point win over UCFV to gain 
Oct. 17, after waiting for the official for all won their respective results. Meanwhile, home-court advantage. In the Semi-Fmals, the 
one hour, the Women's Soccer team fought Miki&ShiuplacedsecondinWomen'sDoubles. Royals beat 4th ranked CaribooSun Demons 
hard for a 1-1 tie with #1 ranked Malaspina. Rugby: DC travelled to University of inthebest2outof3games,settingthemselves 
And on Oct.31, the women defeated UCFV 1- Victoria (UVic) only to lose 25-0. The Saxons up against UCFV again. At this time Woods 
0 in a thrilling gut-wrenching game to secure were an older and more technically sound was once again chosen as an All Canadian, and 
a play-off spot in the BCCAA league. Jennifer squad than the Royals. The Royals were rusty Familusi & Knight were selected to be part of 
Allan, Paula Artsuo, Jenn Boone and Jackie after a winter layoff. Coach Mike Collins was the BCCAAAll Conference team. Meanwhile, 
Laprise were outstanding. Coach Dan Jones gladfortheexperienceandisoptimisticthathis the Men's team had netted 2nd place behind 
beamed in pride while submiftingtheweekly team will not be 2nd to UBC this year. Malaspina after a disappointing loss to the 
reports into the records. The Men's team were Both BB teams enjoyed a winning streak! Mariners. Crushing UCFV in the Semi-finals 
eliminated from BCCAA playoffs and ended The Men's team approached all league games once again set the Royals up against the 
their season as they lost to UCFV 4-1. with only their best efforts and skills as they Mariners. Knopp was chosen as an All 
creamedeveryleagueopposerbymorethan20 Canadian, Caldwell was selected for the 
points per game. The Women Royals are also BCCAA All Conference team and together 
enjoying their own streak. thatwasmarredonly with the other various teammate: Padvaiskas, 
bya2 pointloss63-65to UCFV. Still the women Hayre, Chris Vandermark, ... they 
November 
On Nov. 6 and 7, the Women's Soccer 
competed in the BCCAA provincial playoffs, 
asingleknockoutformatLosinga6-0gameto 
VCCLangarawastoughtotakewhileplaying 
without goalie Laprise and in a torrential 
downpour. The 
following day! 
DC kicked off 
against and lost 
to Malaspina in 
overtime 3-4, as 
the team went 
into a shoot-out 
vee won the 
Gold Medal, 
Ca.pilano-Silver, 
Malaspina-
Bronze and DC 
remained in 
fourth place. 
Outstanding for 
Douglas: Artsuo 
was selected as 
the "Best 
Defender'' - one 
of the highest 
honours to be 
eamedinBC,and 
Jennifer Boone 
was selected to 
the BCCAA All-
Star team. 
The Men's 
BBteam travelled 
to participate in 
the Cariboo 
College 
Tournament The 
Royals came out 
quickly to win 
against 
are performing with fine physical skill. 
The VB teams- started the second half of 
their league season on the 22nd, taking a 
"hazardous" bus ride out to Castlegar which 
wasclaimedtobeatraumaticexperiencebythe 
Men's team. Both teams were ready and able to 
beatSelkirkandCBCeasily.AtBCIT, the Men's 
team continued to play exceptionally well, 
beating their hosts in a short 3-game match. 
Though the women did win their game as well,. 
it was a "'sluggish" performance. 
The 30th, the Futsal Men's Soccer team 
took pride, as they were lead by Nick Tassone, 
anddefeatedMalaspina,Capilanoand BCITto 
capture a 4-1-1 record and 2nd place. 
February 
TheBadmintonteamCllampionshipswere 
once again captured by Douglas College. 
Malaspina played host in this tournament 
Home-<X>urt advantage was not enough of an 
advantage for the Mariners as DC and BCIT 
(Silver Medalists) had topped them as well as 
vee and Cariboo College. Chen, Trenholme, 
Shiu & Miki all won Gold Medal honours, 
meanwhile DC teams Lueks & Mawji and Ban 
&.Michael Co won silver medal honours. 
The Men's VB team managed to defeat 
VCCandMalaspina (who had beaten DC before 
Xmas) into 2 easy 3 game matches as well as 
CNC. Against TWU, DC did not fair too well 
but they never got down on themselves and 
demonstrated outstanding teamwork and 
technicalskillsincrushingOkanaganina "must-
win" game to secure a 3rd place standing for a 
spot in the playoffs. 
March 
defeated those Mariners in two games out of 
the three. 
The finals were held on March 5-7, 
where both hoopster teams used full rourt 
press in their hard fought games. The Women 
won the first and third games in the ''best 2 out 
of 3" playoff format against the UCFV. 
Both teams went on to Regina (Men), and 
Briercrest Bible College (Women) in 
Saskatchewan. 
TheMen'steamtookadisappointingloss 
from theHumberCollegeHawksofOntarioas 
theHawksstoletheCanadianCollegeAthletics 
Association title with a 60-53 win. Despite the 
loss the Men still attain Silver Medals but 
coming close to the Gold can bring a big let-
down. 
The Women'.> BB team played without 
Woods as she sustained leg injuries just before 
the tournament tipped-off. After losing '73-67 
to Lethbridge Community College. the Royals 
took on the Southern Alberta Institute of 
Technology'sLadyTrojansintheBronzeMedal 
game. Knight and Familusi brought in 17 and 
19 points respectively to attain a 71-63 wiri: 
Bronze Medal Honours was awarded to our 
Royzlteam. 
Nobody could stop Chen of the Royals 
Badn,inton team as she won the CCAA Gold 
Medal in Women'sSinglesforDouglas. Though 
thiswasChen'sfirsttimewinningthathonour, 
it was the fourth consecutive time that DC had 
won the Gold Medal in that event(Refer to 
photo and caption in this issue.) 
~~i;;;;;;;~~~~~~ !:...._;..,::..~_...;_---:-=::;:::::;=:::;:::::::::~ Okanagan88-74, AU Conference Player Penne played an Important role In the Royals' but lost a crucial 
The Women's VB team did not show as 
much promise as they continued to play with 
poor performance and a complete lack of 
teamwork/ mental preparation. Judging by 
their mistakes ie. poor floor coverage, it was 
obvious that they stopped thinking once they 
gotontothecourt. The losses to TWU, VCCand 
CNC brought 6 losses to the record and a 24 
point tie with Malaspina. On the 27th. both 
team took it out on the BCIT courts. Mariner 
captainLorena.Marshalcameoutwithpowerful 
jump-serves to give Malaspina not only the 
edge, butalsoafourth place berth totheplayoffs 
andsuddendeath to the Royals' season. Though 
the Royals did not qualify for the BCCAA 
finals, Furlani was still selected as part of the 
With TWU hosting the BCCAA Men's 
Volleyball Finals, the Royals attacked 
Okanagan on March 5, in a tough exciting 
match making several comebacks after 
Okanaganhadtakenmoreleadsthannecessary 
(2-12, 1-5, 1-5). The momentum in the game 
shifted to the DC Royals and they sailed out 
with a 3-2 count win. The following day, the 
Royals were set up against the TWUSpartans. 
Though the Royals did shut out the crowd, 
they could not give enough competition to the 
TWU to win that final match. Even so, the 
Royals captured the silver medal Honours. 
attack against the Carlboo Sun Demons. game to Big Bend to capture third place. 
tournament Caldwell was named Tournament All-Star. 
Meanwhile, thedefendingChampionGolf DCc.ompetedintheBCCAA Tournament 
team won BCCAA Tournament #4, at #2, with Aleem Mawji & Corey Loken in 
Cowichan Country Cub leaving Malaspina, Men's Doubles, Evy Miki & Rachel Shiu in 
FraserValleyCollege,andRoyalRoadsMilitary Women's Doubles and Oak Ban & Tosca 
College in the dust Lueks in Mixed Doubles. However, the team 
October 
The Golf team won the Gold Medal in 
BCCAA Golf Championships as they went 
into the fourth and final tourney of the year. 
BrynParryofDC won the individual aggregate 
for the season. 
DC'sMen'sandWomen'sBasketball(BB) 
team crushed Camosun College in the season 
opener which led to a successful season for 
both teams. The Men's Team travelled to 
Hollywood Gym in Kelowna and captured 
first place in the Annual Halloween Classic 
after defeating Sgt. O'Flaherty' s, Mount Royal 
College and Medicine Hat College. The Mt 
Royal game will be remembered by everyone 
as Mt Royal coach Mark Hogan was ejEcted 
fromthegamewiththreetechnicalfouls.Chad 
Caldwell was named to the Tournament all-
star team, Vern Knopp was named Tourney 
MVP and six players on the team cue noted by 
coach Steve Beauchamp to have contributed a 
minimum oflOpoints each in the tournament 
DC's Women's VB team won first place 
honours in the Ogopogoo Volleyball 
TournamentinKelowna,meanwhiletheMen's 
VB team took second place in the men's half 
after being defeated by arch-rivals TWU. In the 
season opener against Columbia Bible Collegt: 
(CBC), bothOC teams crucified the opposition. 
Both teams maintained a winning streak as 
they defeated Selkirk and College of New 
placed second behind BCIT and in front_ of 
Malaspina, Ca.nboo and vee. 
December 
After suffering their fh:.st 
seasonal loss against TWU, the 
Women's VB team defeated 
Okanagan to get back on their 
~gstreak. ThoughtheMen's 
team won an exciting competitive 
gameagainstlWU they took three 
consecutive losses as they were 
crushed by vee, Malaspina and 
Okanagan. This is the half-way 
mark for the teams. During the 
semester and season break, the 
teams took a social trip to San 
Diego. 
The BB teams opened the 
league play with three wins and 
one loss. Variations of team line-
ups for the Women's team were 
successful, particularly with 
Woods, Penne Familusi, Celeste 
Rivet, Jenee Lutz and Robyn 
Knight on the Royals' roster. 
Meanwhile, Knopp, Caldwell, 
Onkar Hayre and Justin 
Padvaiskas stood out for the 
Men's team. 
January 
And finally, the DC Royals Rugby team 
won the Provincial Championships against 
the arch-rivals UBC Thunderbirds, March 17. 
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Truly Outstanding for Douglas 
Back Row: Coach Peter Chen, Aleem Mawji, Dak Ban, Michael Co, Chris 
Trenholme, Corey Loken 
Front Row: unidentified body, Tosca Lueks, Rachel Shiu, Evy Mild, Julia 
Chen (All Canadian) 
All Conference Player Paul Chu -Volleyball 
Badminton Team 
Captures 
Championship for the 
Fourth Consecutive 
Year 
by Elaine Leong 
The final BCCAA tournament 
was hosted by Malaspina College on 
Feb.27. 
Gold Medal honors went to Julia 
Chen in Women's Singles, Chris 
Trenholme in Men's Singles and the 
combination of Rachel Shiu and Evy 
Miki in the Women's Doubles. 
Silver Medal honours were won 
by Oak Ban and Michael Co in the 
Men's Doubles and by Tosca Lueks 
andAleemMawji inMixedDoubles. 
The Gold Medal winners 
represented and competed for the BC 
team in the CCAA Badminton 
Championship in Grand Prairie, 
Alberta, March 9-13 along with the 
Gold Mecia.f Winners in the other 
events:Skyler Vanhouglam&Morgan 
· VanhouglamofVCCLangarainMen's 
Doubles and Cindy Weatherspoon & 
LeeTimorofBCITinMixedDoubles. 
_ ChencapturedtheGoldMedalin 
the Women's Singles, which was also 
the fourth consecutive year that this 
particular even twas taken by Douglas 
College. Silver Medals went toShiu & 
Miki in Women's Doubles, both 
Vanhouglams of VCC in Men's 
Doubles. Trenholme of Douglas won 
theBronzemedalintheMen' sSingles. 
The Bronze medal performance of 
WeatherspoonandTimorcontribut~ 
to B.C.'s Silver Medal. The Gold 
Medal spot was won by Quebec. 
Chen was also selected as an 
All Canadian. 
In an interview with the Other 
Press, Chen was able to voice her 
thoughts about the team. 
Elaine Leong: You're an All 
Canadian! How do you feel? 
JuliaChen:You'rethefirstonetotell 
me.Nooneevertoldmeaboutthis. 
EL:So I guess you weren't expecting 
this. 
JC: No. My goal is to play in the 
Canadian Open Tournament So I 
was more looking at that than this. 
EL: How do you feel knowing that 
you've won the National Women's 
Singles Event? 
JC: There was ... no challenge. It's 
much easier (than the calibre she's 
used to playing). No challenge, I 
think. 
The Canadian Open 
Tournamentisa tournament where 
players from colleges, all athletics 
leagues, and universities can all 
compete. ft's a tournament where 
the very best plays for Canadian 
honours rather than just a 
competition among colleges. 
Julia Chen is an international 
student, coming from Mainland 
China, unlike so many Hong Kong 
immigrants. Her goalherewasand 
still is to learn English. 
J. Chen has been playing 
badminton for 10 years in China 
which includes professional 
university calibre. Uponarrivingin 
Canada in September, OC coach 
Peter Chen had recruited Julia to 
play for Douglas College. 
DC Men's Volleyball Team -Sliver Medalists of BCCAA League 
JC: The other members worked 
hard. They're very nice. I find, lots 
of people are nice to me here in 
Canada. I'm happy to be on the 
Badminton team. I had a good time 
with them. And I worked hard for 
my goal. 
EL: Any other comments? 
Anything you want to say? 
JC: Coach Peter Chen and Betty 
[Lou Hayes] helped me out a lot. 
Thank you! 
Back Row: Braden Gabert, Rob Gowe, Jason Baxter (hiding behind), Adam Faria (captain), 
William Maclean, Peter Konopackl, Assistant coach Blake Bevan, Coach Brian Newman 
Front Row: Paul Chu (captain), Vihn Ngo, Jeff Foo, Sun Cho, Fred Foo 
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APRIL FOOLS DAY CD RELEASE PARTY starring 
HOUSE OF FRUSTUTION 
with special guests 
TRADITION & BOVINE LOVE JELLY 
Thursday April -J • Doors a:3op~n 
$2 OFF ADMISSION WITH THIS AD!...._ 
~ & PrlJrinee PltiANT IKAli,T.K 
,.,,,u:rr~ 
OF HAPPINESS 
THURSDAY APRIL 8 • ~OLD OUT FRIDAY APRIL 9 • ~OLD OUT 
DUE TO POPULAR DEMAND THIRD SHOW ADDED! 
SATURDAY APRIL I 0 • DOORS: 8:00pm 
Tickets also available at Track Records 
to support 
~ Westminster 
House 
Saturda~, 
v--'-~ ---· AprillO, 1993 
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CMAs 
won't 
• SurviVe 
the '90s. 
They'll 
The graduates who become the managers of the '90s 
and beyond will have the flexibility to manage any 
change. Even a change of industry or two. 
That's why the CMA program places so much stress 
on broad management skills. In fact, it's the only 
professional program devoted exclusively to hands-on 
training in management accounting. 
MANAGE 
the '90s. 
The CMA designation starts with a thorough ground-
ing in finance - then goes on to provide an overview of 
all aspects of business, and how each contributes to the 
bottom line. That overview is constantly updated, too, 
because the CMA designation carries with it a 
mandatory requirement for continuing professional 
development. 
CMA 
The"M"standsfor Management 
As a CMA, you'll do more than just manage financial 
information. You'll use financial information to manage. 
And that includes managing your own career. 
For more information on your future as a CMA, 
mail this coupon now or telephone (604) 687-5891 
or 1-800-663-9646 in B.C. 
~-----------~---~ I Please send me a copy of the Professional Program Guide 1992 - 93. I 
I NAME I 
I ADDRESS I 
I CITY The Society of Management I I Accountants of British Columbia j 
I PROVINCE P.O. Box 11548 I 1575 - 650 West Georgia Street I POSTAL CODE Vancouver, B.C. VGB 4W7 I 
~---------------~ 
MODERN LANGUAGES EDUCATION OF 
THE UNIVERSITY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 
Invites applications for B.Ed. and teacher certification In: 
FRENCH TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAM 
French Immersion • Francophone Programme • French as a Second Language 
12-month B.Ed. and Teacher Certification Program In Modem Languages at the University of British Columbia 
for students possessing a 4 year B.A. and French major or concentration plus additional teaching subject 
concentration. 
And M.A., M.Ed., and Ph.D. programs for F.S.L. Francophone and Immersion studies. 
Elementary and Secondary level teachers for: 
French Immersion • Francophone Programme • French aa a Second Language 
JAPANESE AND MANDARIN TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAM 
12-month B.Ed. and Teacher Certification Program in Japanese.as a Second Language In Modern Languages 
at the UniVersity of British Columbia for students possessing a 4 year B.A. with Japanese or Mandarin major or 
concentration plus additional teaching subject concentration. 
And M.A., M.Ed., and Ph.D. programs in Asia-Pacific Educational Studies. 
HERITAGE LANGUAGES TEACHERS 
12-month B.Ed. and Teacher Certification Program in Heritage Languages In Modern Languages at lhe 
University of British Columbia for German, Spanish, Italian, and Russian for students possessing a 4 year B.A. 
and Heritage Languages major or concentration plus additional teaching subject concentration. 
And M.A., M.Ed., and Ph.D. programs in Heritage Languages Studies. 
Director: Dr. Stephen Carey 
Modern Languages Education 
Department of Language Education 
Faculty of Education 
The University of British Columbia 
2125 Main Mall, Vancouver, B.C. V6T 1ZS 
Telephone: (604) 822-6954 Secretary: (604) 822-3890 Fax: (604) 822-3154 
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